A to Z list

A
Acute Medicine, Commonwealth Building 5
Administration and Boardroom, Commonwealth Building 5

B
Bio Surgery and Surgical Technology, B Block 8,
Francis Fraser Labs 7

C
Cardiothoracic Surgery, B Block 8
Cardiothoracic Surgery and Cardiac Medicine,
B Block 8
Central Teaching, Commonwealth Building 5,
Wolfson Conference Centre 4
Clinical Sciences, MRC Annexe 1
Clinical Sciences Centre, MRC Clinical Sciences Centre 3
Coffee Shop, Commonwealth Building 5
Complex Traits and Analysis Group, MRC Clinical Sciences Centre 3

D
Diagnostics and Investigative Science, Burlington Danes 14, Commonwealth Building 5

E
Education Centre, Wolfson Education Centre 4
Elderly Medicine, MRC Annex 1
Epidemiology, Public Health and Primary Care,
Commonwealth Building 5
Estates Administration, Commonwealth Building 5
Experimental Medicine and Toxicology, Burlington Danes 14, Commonwealth Building 5

F
Financial Services and Credit Control,
Commonwealth Building 5

G
Gene Control Mechanism and Disease, MRC Clinical Sciences Centre 3
Genomics, Burlington Danes 14

H
Haematology, Commonwealth Building 5
Human Resources, Commonwealth Building 5

I
ICT, Commonwealth Building 5
Imaging Sciences, L Block 10
Immunology, Commonwealth Building 5
Infectious Diseases, Commonwealth Building 5
IS Administration, Commonwealth Building 5

L
Library Services, Commonwealth Building 5

M
Imperial College School of Medicine Students’ Union, Wolfson Education Centre 4
Metabolic Medicine (IS), Commonwealth Building 5

N
Nanomedicine, Commonwealth Building 5
Neuroendocrinology, Commonwealth Building 5
Neuroscience and Mental Health, Burlington Danes 14, Francis Fraser Labs 7
NHLI, B Block 8
NHS, B Block 8

O
Oncology, Commonwealth Building 5, Institute of Reproductive and Developmental Biology 6

R
Reproductive Biology, Institute of Reproductive and Developmental Biology 6
Research Services, Commonwealth Building 5

S
Security Services, Commonwealth Building 5
Sensorimotor Systems, Francis Fraser Labs 7
Statistical Advisory Service, Commonwealth Building 5
Students' Union, Commonwealth Building 5
Surgery, Anaesthetics and Intensive Care, Institute of Reproductive and Developmental Biology 6,
Surgery, Oncology, Reproductive Biology and Anaesthetics, Institute of Reproductive and Developmental Biology 6

U
Undergraduate Medicine Office, Wolfson Education Centre 4